
Discipline of Self-Awareness

Can you describe a situation with someone who lacked self-awareness?

Can you describe a situation with someone who practiced self-awareness?

How would you define self-awareness?
• Self-knowledge (knowing who you are)
• Self-mindfulness (understanding your motives)
• Self-vigilance (knowing what makes you tick and what ticks you off)
• Self-consciousness (knowing how you come across to others)
• Self-alertness (maintaining emotional, physical, spiritual condition)
“The discipline of self-awareness then, is the leader’s intentional quest for self-understanding.”

Why is it a detriment if you don’t have self-awareness?

Why is it a benefit to have self-awareness?

Note leadership is relational by nature 

Why would we call self-awareness a ‘discipline’?

How can we gain self-awareness?

1. Family of origin work (Boundaries)
a) Compliants: allow others to violate their personal boundaries to spare the other person’s 

feelings
b) Avoidants: shut others out when they should let them in — withdraw under pressure
c) Controllers: Agressive, bull way in and believe they have right to be there. Passive, indirect 

using guilt and manipulation
d) Nonresponsives: do not deal with others’ needs or problems

2. Significant Events
a) Vocation: Sense of what God has called you to be and do
b) Talent: Honest assessment of ability (and disability)
c) Personal Traits: particular elements of self
d) Key Events: may be positive or negative — reflection

3. Dark Side of Leadership (We all have one)
a) Compulsive Leader: need absolute order — everything is reflection of them
b) Narcissistic Leader: intense ambitiousness + overwhelming feelings of inferiority + 

excessive needs for affirmation
c) Paranoid Leader: suspicious of others so guarded in relationships
d) Codependent Leader: focused on others’ actions and emotions at expense of own 

boundaries and emotional states
e) Passive-Aggressive Leader: resist others’ demands through procrastination, by being 

stubborn and forgetful

What kind of community would we need to be to help each other with self-awareness?


